Despite a larger number of approaches developed for predicting bankruptcy over the past three decades, rare research has considered the effects of misclassification cost and group size. Uneven cost of misclassification results from Type I (misclassify a healthy company as a failure) and Type II errors (misclassify a failed company as healthy), which are seldom considered. Without accounting for unevenness in misclassification cost, the classifier is developed based on minimizing total misclassification errors to improve the hit-ratio for classification performance. This not only results in poor decision capability, but also causes bias towards the larger group. This paper explores the issues of uneven misclassification costs and imbalanced group size by applying an asymmetric-stratified data envelopment analysis to bankruptcy prediction. The results show a tradeoff between hit-ratio and misclassification cost when Type II error cost is ten times over that of Type I, that is, the higher the hit-ratio is, the greater the resulting misclassification costs are. By incorporating different proportions of Type II error costs to Type I into the classification procedures, the proposed approach provides greater flexibility to decision makers for credit evaluation or bankruptcy prediction based on different risk attitudes and situations.
Introduction
Decision-making problems in the area of bankruptcy prediction, credit evaluation, and its risk measurement have been considered extremely important but difficult tasks for financial institutions due to the high level of risk from wrong decisions. A wrong credit decision results in refusing good credit, which causes loss of future profit margins (commercial risk), or approving bad credit, which causes loss of interest and principal money (credit risk). The same risk exists for bankruptcy prediction from the misclassification of a failed company as a healthy one. The academic and business community has long regarded the development of a bankruptcy predicttion model as an important issue that has been widely studied. Several review articles have investigated and compared many useful techniques for bankruptcy prediction. Altman [1] proposed discriminant analysis for the prediction of business failure risk, in which bankruptcy could be explained using a combination of five (selected from an original list of 22) financial ratios. Subsequently, the use of this method spread to discriminant models of predicting business failure [2, 3] . However, conventional statistical methods have some restrictive assumptions such as linearity, normality, and independence among predictor variables. But the violation of these assumptions for independent variables frequently occurs with financial data [4] .
Several recent studies have applied data envelopment analysis (DEA) for the classification problem [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Troutt et al. [5] revealed important features of DEA models for potential use in classification, for example, 1) the capability to manage nonparametric data; 2) the capability to develop frontiers when information about only one class is available; 3) the assumption about class convexity; 4) the piecewise nonlinear classification boundary; 5) the capability to solve inverse classification problems; and 6) a single classification boundary for a given training data. The aforementioned specialties make DEA a valid approach to bankruptcy prediction, but the assumption of no Type II errors in developing the acceptance boundary of credit applicants in the Troutt study might restrict the risk attitude or flexibility of manager judgment in practice.
This paper proposes a new approach called the asymmetric-stratified DEA for predicting business failure. Two piecewise boundaries of non-bankrupt and bankrupt groups established by the benchmarks of both groups are used as separation functions. The idea for this approach was inspired by the fact that firms belonging to the same group should be dominated by the same benchmarks; thus, such benchmarks can be used to construct the group boundary. The benchmarks of non-bankrupt and bankruptcy group are identified based on opposite viewpoints. The non-bankrupt group identifies the worst firms as benchmarks based on how efficient they are at being bad, and firms dominated by such benchmarks are evaluated as inefficient and regarded safer than benchmarks that become bankrupt. In contrast, the boundary of the bankruptcy group is established by picking out the best companies as benchmarks based on how efficient they are at being good. Firms dominated by both boundaries represent the existing overlap. The risk of Type I (misclassifying a healthy firm as a failure) and Type II errors (misclassifying a failed company as healthy) may occur. Here, an asymmetric-stratified DEA model with a layering technique is applied to eliminate the overlap to establish separating hyperplanes. The major merit of the proposed approach is its ability to establish nonlinear separating hyperplanes easily by the benchmarks of the two groups without needing to pre-specify the classification function as the parametric methods do. By incorporating the risk and cost of Type I and Type II errors into the layering DEA procedure, the classification functions are determined through minimizing misclassification cost, typically ignored in certain approaches using hit-ratio as the indicator of correct classification. Particularly in an uneven group case (the population of bankrupt and nonbankrupt companies is commonly uneven, [14] ), the rule of most approaches tends to have upward bias toward the larger group (the non-bankrupt group) to increase the hitratio. The proposed approach is more practicable for the case of uneven misclassification costs and imbalanced group size.
Methodology
Charnes et al. [15] first introduced DEA. Consider n production units or decision-making units (DMUs) to be evaluated using the same m inputs to produce s different outputs. Let i X be the input consumption vector from i with , and the output production vector, where . The DEA input-oriented efficiency score
The DEA model classifies DMUs on the frontier as efficient and DMUs enveloped by the frontier as inefficient. Thus, the benchmarks are the best performers on the frontier, and the poor performers are furthest away from the frontier. Instead of picking out good performers, this article establishes the frontier of the non-bankrupt group by identifying the worst performers to be benchmarks. This is achieved by selecting variables that reflect bad performance. The strategy is to choose output variables that reflect poor utilization of resources, or undesirable outcomes, such as working capital and debt. For input variables, profits, sales, and equity (marked as Z 1 and Z 2 in Figure 1(a) ) are selected which are the less the better for a bad performer. The companies identified to construct the frontier of the non-bankrupt group are those companies (shown as points A, B, C in Figure 1 
The frontier of the bankrupt group is established based on a general DEA model to identify the best performers with the highest level of outputs (shown as points D, E, and F in Figure 1 (b), here Z 1 and Z 2 are defined as output variables). The variables used to identify the frontiers of non-bankrupt and bankrupt groups need to be the same, that is, one variable used as output for non-bankruptcy will be applied as input for the bankrupt group and vice versa. The major reason is that DUMs identified as the benchmarks of each group, will be used as variablebenchmarks [16] to evaluate all companies, including non-bankruptcy (notated as G 1 ) and bankruptcy (notated as G 2 ) to classify their membership based on the same measurements. 
If of one group is used as the benchmark to evaluate all DMUs, is referred to as the variable-benchmark. The variable benchmark model for G 1 is formulated below: (The formula is the same for
The efficiency score  is expressed as a number between 0 -1. A with a score less than one is deemed inefficient relative to other DMUs. A company evaluated to be inefficient by the variable-benchmarks of one frontier, is dominated by such a frontier. Those companies dominated by the same frontier are in the same production possibility set (PPS) and classified to the same group. Two PPSs of G 1 and G 2 might have an intersection 
Situation (iii) indicates the intersection between two PPSs because is dominated by the benchmarks of G 1 and G 2 simultaneously. To establish a general discriminant rule that a company can be classified to a des- ignated group if it is dominated only by a correspondent frontier, the stratification model [16] is further applied to deal with the overlap problem.
Define
for all the DMUs of G 1 (The same definition and process are for G 2 ).
is the optimal value of the following model when is under evaluation.
. ,
where (4) is the original DEA model, and E l consists of the benchmarks. The DMUs in set E l define the first layer of the frontier. Two sets of E l identified for two groups are applied as variable-benchmarks to evaluate the efficiency of all DMUs by model (3). If situation (iii) exists, model (4) needs to be resolved by setting l = 2. By removing the first layer of frontiers (marked G 1(1) and G 2 (1) in Figure  3 ), some DMUs within the set of 2 , are further identified as benchmarks to form the second layer of frontiers (marked G 1 (2) and G 2 (2) ). The new PPSs (here referred to as and ), dominated by G 1(2) and G 2(2) , are the subset of and , making a smaller intersection (notated as 1 2 ) between them. The process needs to be performed from l = 1 to l = L, where the layers of frontiers dominate two subsets of PPSs having no intersection between them
. Then, these two layers of frontiers can be applied as discriminant hyperplanes for classification.
th L
The stratification DEA model mentioned above is performed based on a symmetric layering technique that is suitable for an even size of both groups [17, 18] . For the bankruptcy prediction, removing a layer of the frontier from the non-bankrupt group will raise the risk of Type I error because of the reduced PPS range. If the frontier being removed is from the bankrupt group, it will increase the risk of Type II error. Generally, the cost of Type II error is much more expensive than the Type I error. To minimize the total cost of misclassification, an asymmetric layering technique is performed by incorporating error costs and risk rates into the expected cost of the misclassification (ECM) function to identify a pair of frontiers that can minimize the misclassification cost. That is: 
. An optimal set of and is obtained by solving model (5) to minimize the expected cost of misclassification. Then, the frontiers constructed by and are applied as discriminant hyperplanes, used to predict a new observation by the variable-benchmark DEA model (2) . The rules of classification are: 
Application
A data set containing annual financial data was collected from Taiwan Stock Exchange for both failed and healthy companies in 2006 and 2007. Nineteen and eleven failed companies were matched with 160 and 115 healthy companies in the two years to present an uneven group size of the classification problem. This study considered the 2006 data as training samples for model development and the 2007 data as holdout samples for validation purposes. This article examined the variables of total assets (TA), earnings before income, tax, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA), total current liabilities (CL), interest expense (IN), and cash flow from operations (CF) to be different significantly between bankrupt and non-bankrupt groups and selected them as discriminant factors.
To identify the worst performers to establish the boundary for the non-bankrupt group, those DUMs with the highest output of total assets (TA), total current liabilities (CL), and interest expense (IN) while having the lowest input level of earnings before income, tax, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA) and cash flow (CF), were identified as benchmarks. The same variables were used by define TA, CL and IN as input variables, and EBITDA and CF as output for the bankrupt group to identify the best performers. Because negative value is typical for some financial variables, to satisfy the positive restriction in the DEA model, any one of the selected factors taking on a negative value needs to add an adequate positive constant value to the factor value of all DMUs with the absolute value of the most negative value among those DMUs plus one. Two sets of benchmarks identified by the DEA model (1) with the aforementioned variables were applied to evaluate all DMUs by the variable-benchmark DEA model (2) . The results indicated the existence of an overlap, because there were 64 DMUs dominated simultaneously by the first layers of the two groups, eight DMUs from bankruptcy, and 56 from non-bankruptcy. To eliminate the intersection, sequential layers of frontier were generated for non-bankrupt and bankrupt groups by performing the stratification DEA model (3) . Tables 1 and 2 show the number of identified benchmarks in each layer of frontier and the risk occurring from the removed frontiers.
Because the sample of non-bankrupt and bankrupt companies is uneven, the number of layers of the removed frontiers is unequal. Tables 1 and 2 show that removing nine layers of frontier can move 100% of failed companies out of the PPS, while only 30% of the healthy companies were removed from the non-bankruptcy group. It is significant that the risks caused by the removed frontiers differ between the two groups. Removing a layer of frontier from the bankrupt group creates much more risk (Type II errors) than from the non-bankruptcy group (Type I errors), because the first layer of removed frontier causes only 1.25% risk in non-bankruptcy (Type I errors) but 10.53% in bankruptcy (Type II errors). Eight collocations of pair frontiers can make no intersection between two PPSs of non-bankrupt and bankrupt groups. To identify the optimal pair of frontiers to be separating hyperplanes, formula (5) is solved in accordance with different error risks and costs caused from each collocation to minimize expected cost of misclassification.
There are eight collocations of pair frontiers making no intersection between two PPSs of non-bankrupt and bankrupt groups. To identify the optimal pair of frontiers to be separating hyperplanes, formula (5) is solved in accordance with different error risks and costs caused from each collocation to minimize expected cost of misclassification. The ratio of Type II cost to Type I cost
 is assumed from 1 to 1 to 20 to 1 for the situation of different applications. Table 3 shows NB-2 and B-7 are the best choice if ignoring the influence of error cost (that is, assume     1 2 2 1 c c equal to 1). For which, only 1.25% of healthy companies (the benchmarks on the first layer of frontier, see Table 1 ) are removed from the non-bankrupt group, but 78.95% of failed companies (the benchmarks removed from layer one to layer six, see Table 2 ) need to be removed from the bankrupt group because the classification accuracy of the smaller group is sacrificed to increase the hit-ratio. If Type II cost is much higher than Type I cost (as Table 3 shows, 20 times to Type I cost), the pair frontiers of NB-21 and B-1 is the best selection for the purpose of minimizing expected misclassification cost. Besides, if the pair of frontiers is determined by the symmetricstratified DEA model, that is, remove the same number of layers from both groups, the misclassification cost is almost higher than the lowest value of all collocations determined by the asymmetric-stratified model. In accordance with the empirical studies of Altman (1993) and Hull (1998), the cost of Type II errors is in the range of 0.6 to 0.7 and Type I errors are derived from the interest spread of usually 3% -5%. Therefore, this article assumed that Type II cost is 20 times to Type I cost, and the pair frontiers of NB-21 and B-1 were then the best selection to be discrimination hyperplanes for further analysis and discussion. Table 4 shows the hit-ratios of training and holdout data. If the purpose is to maximize the hit-ratio, the frontiers of NB-2 and B-7 are the best choice with the hit-ratios of 94.44% on training and 91.67% on hold out samples. High prediction accuracy supports the validity of the proposed DEA approach, a result consistent with some traditional discriminant methods whose analyses are based on the assumption of equal cost of Type I and Type II errors. Table 4 shows the hit-ratio and misclassification cost tradeoff if the proportion of Type II to Type I cost is greater than ten, that is, a higher hit-ratio will be accompanied with a greater misclassification cost. Figure 4 shows that in the case of equal cost of Type I and Type II errors, a 94.44% hit-ratio can result in a lower misclassification cost among other hit-ratios, but in an uneven cost of Type I and Type II errors, the higher hit-ratio will result in a higher misclassification cost.
Conclusion
This article introduces an asymmetric-stratified DEA approach, which establishes nonlinear discriminant functions by the benchmarks of non-bankrupt and bankrupt groups. Instead of evaluating the prediction capability by the hit-ratio that tends to have upward bias towards the larger group (non-bankruptcy) to improve discrimination performance, the proposed approach establishes discriminant functions by minimizing the total expected misclassification cost (EMC). The aforementioned results indicate that our approach can perform high classification and prediction accuracy with hit-ratios of 94.44% on training and 91.67% on hold-out samples, but it is effective only if the cost of Type II error is equal or close to that of Type I error. to Type I cost is greater than ten, a tradeoff occurs between hitratio and misclassification cost, meaning that a higher hit-ratio is accompanied with greater misclassification cost. When the ratio of two error costs is assumed 20 to 1, the separating hyperplanes of frontiers NB-21 and B-1 determine the best solution to prevent the appearance of Type II error to minimize expected misclassification cost, even though the hit-ratio of training data is only 34.92% and holdout is 31.94%. Therefore, a highest hit-ratio is not an absolute best measurement for all situations of classification problems. By incorporating different errors cost and risks into the procedure, the Open Access AJIBM
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proposed benchmark approach can easily establish more than one separating hyperplane and provide flexibility to decision makers for credit evaluation and bankruptcy prediction.
